Mapping the Global Crisis

Instructions: Use the information from the data sheet, “Refugee and IDP Data—2016,” to complete the map, following the steps below. Use different colors and patterns to shade relevant sections of the map and the map key. Several countries—Syria, Turkey, and Sudan—will need to be shaded in twice. Following the suggestions below for when to use a pattern and when to use a color will help you be able to do this.

1. Where do most internally displaced people live?
   Choose a pattern, and shade in “Most IDPs” on the map key. Use the data sheet to identify these five countries, and shade them on the map.

2. Where are most refugees from?
   Choose a color, and shade in “Top countries of origin” on the map key. Use the data sheet to identify these five countries, and shade them on the map.

3. Where do most refugees go?
   Choose a second color, and shade in “Top host countries” on the map key. Use the data sheet to identify these five countries, and shade them on the map.

4. Where do most refugees apply for asylum?
   Choose a second pattern, and shade in “Most asylum applications” on the map key. Use the data sheet to identify these five countries, and shade them on the map.